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Activism in Commercial
Climate Fiction
Lauren James

Turning science into fiction

Consulting with museums & production companies, anthology
of positive future stories, Society of Authors Sustainability
committee to represent the interests of British authors,
networking hub, Hollywood Climate Summit Pitchfest
https://climate-fiction.org https://climatefictionwritersleague.substack.com

Common themes in climate fiction
Overwhelmingly dystopian
Middle Grade contains political activism, but this drops away for older age groups
US is less political and more neutral compared to UK/ANZ publishers
Messaging blames individuals for their emissions, with no messages about
industry, economics or politics – people won’t engage if they’re just going to be
made to feel guilty about not recycling!
• Positive messaging - love for nature
• Excludes activism going on outside the very vocal UK/US groups. The countries
who will be most affected by climate change have amazing activists whose hard
work is often ignored by the media
• Very binary – good vs evil characters
•
•
•
•

• climate deniers/oil CEOs/space billionaires don’t see themselves as villains but community
builders
• Need to look at both sides of debate – writers must write their perspective with nuance (then
tear their opinions down!)

62% of people say they hear much more about the
negative impacts of climate change than they do
about progress towards reducing climate change,
resulting in a perceived Solutions Gap.
https://www.ipsos.com/en-uk/climate-fatalism-grips-young-peopleworldwide-while-urgency-solution-oriented-media-grows

The Onion satire

The Case for Positivity
• Hope and optimism will inspire more action than anything else
• Fiction can inspire a huge amount of empathy, and that’s a force that
we can use collectively to inspire change on a global level
• We want to inspire people, not panic them
• Use anger and frustration to drive writing, but don’t write an angry
book - people don’t want to read that
• Convey the seriousness of the situation without making it seem futile
• show that climate change is solvable

• Not imminent and long-term, but happening right now

ExxonMobil internal document from 1989

What I’d like to
see in fiction
1991 newspaper advertisements run by a coalition of large fossil fuel advocacy organizations

“Climate anxiety and dissatisfaction with
government responses are widespread in
children and young people in countries across
the world and impact their daily functioning.
A perceived failure by governments to
respond to the climate crisis is associated with
increased distress.”
Juliana v. United States – a lawsuit filed in
2015 by 21 youth plaintiffs against the United
States, as the government's affirmative
actions that cause climate change have
violated the youngest generation’s
constitutional rights to life, liberty, and
property
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanplh/article/PIIS25425196(21)00278-3/fulltext

Communicating Science
• Read!!

• articles, existing books, movies, forum debates, social
media!
• The very human ways we interact with this topic, from
fear to anger to ignorance to defiance, can be a great
starting point for creating characters dealing with
climate change

• Find debunked or disproven theories – e.g.
dinosaurs with feathers
• Follow the thing that interests you/Unanswered
questions
• Don’t make it too complicated! You don’t need to
actually explain the science just find the hook that
inspires a plotline

Dimorphodon, a genus of pterosaur
from early Jurassic England. Art by
PaleoLee

Case Study – A Psalm for the Wild Built
• Centuries before, robots of Panga gained selfawareness, laid down their tools, wandered, en
masse into the wilderness, never to be seen
again. They faded into myth and urban legend.
• Climate solutions in action in a peaceful and
harmonious world, but incidental to the main
plot
“The City was beautiful, it really was. A towering architectural celebration of
curves and polish and colored light, laced with the connective threads of
elevated rail lines and smooth footpaths, flocked with leaves that spilled lushly
from every balcony and center divider, each inhaled breath perfumed with
cooking spice, fresh nectar, laundry drying in the pristine air. The City was a
healthy place, a thriving place. A never-ending harmony of making, doing,
growing, trying, laughing, running, living. Sibling Dex was so tired of it.”

Case Study – Ted Lasso
• Team kit sponsor Dubai Air is owned by
Cerithium Oil, who have refused to clean up oil
spills in player Sam's native Nigeria.
• Plot is uplifting and joyful – focussed on Sam’s
character growth as he stands up for his beliefs
• Doesn’t shy away from politics
• Shows the true ways to act involve finances –
changing to a green bank/pensions scheme
• A relatable, contemporary issue that people can
connect to
• Shows connections between countries’ climate
issues

Resources
• The Future We Choose: Surviving the Climate
Crisis by Christiana Figueres & Tom Rivett-Carnac
• Drawdown: The Most Comprehensive Plan Ever
Proposed to Reverse Global Warming by Paul
Hawken
• This Changes Everything: Capitalism vs. The
Climate by Naomi Klein
• Heated newsletter
• Lights On newsletter
• Inkcap Journal newsletter
• Green Light by The Guardian newsletter
• How to Save a Planet podcast, Drilled
podcast and Hot Take podcast
• My article ‘Positivity in the apocalypse: can a
climate fiction novel be uplifting? by Lauren
James’: https://bit.ly/3kMHDi8

• https://www.hollywoodclimatesummit.co
m/2022-pitchfest
• https://www.creativebc.com/reelgreen/tools/training/
• https://climatestorylabs.org/toolbox
• https://earthjustice.org/features/climatejustice-collective-story
• https://www.greenproductionguide.com/
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DO8a
VevcAJY
• https://rare.org/program/climateculture/entertainment-lab/
• https://www.fullstoryinitiative.com/initiati
veToolkit/
• https://www.goodenergystories.com/playb
ook
• https://wearealbert.org/

https://bit.ly/3C8gyhz

Any questions?

Thank you for listening!

Instagram – laurenelizjames
Twitter – lauren_e_james
LaurenJamesAuthor@gmail.com

